
SILK PLUS: revalorisation of the  
by-products of the sericultural chain 
in the cosmetics and food fields 
 

The results of the SILK PLUS project were reported to the audience on the 16th October 
2021, during a conference organised at the Museum of Living Insects “Esapolis” in the 
framework of the Galileo Festival of Innovation. 

The project, which started in August 2019 and was completed in July 2021, was established 
because of the need of finding new applications for those materials that currently are 
considered as by-products of the regional silk production and addressed the target of 
the revalorisation of the silkworm pupa (chrisalys) by exploring its utilization in the cosmetics 
and food sectors.   

During the project, starting from the locally-produced pupae, oils and meals were obtained 
and used for food and cosmetics experimental assays.    

The project has subsequently investigated the food safety of the silkworm pupa meal 
through a deep systematic review of the scientific literature and microbiological and chemical 
analyses. 

Eventually, a market analysis of the possible innovative products was carried out and a 
prototype to automatically extract pupae from cocoons was developed. 

 

THE PARTNERS 

The project was carried out by the following partnership: 

• Cereal Docks Spa (Lead partner) 
• Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie 
• CREA – Consiglio per la Ricerca in Agricoltura e Analisi dell’Economia Agraria 

Centro di Ricerca per l’Agricoltura e Ambiente (CREA-AA) – Laboratorio di 
gelsibachicoltura di Padova 

• Agripharma Società Cooperativa agricola 
• Cantiere della Provvidenza SPA – Società Persona Ambiente, Società Cooperativa 

Sociale 
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AMONG THE MAIN RESULTS: 

- The design and development of a machine to mechanically separate the pupa from 
its silk shell, currently waiting for patent filing. 

- The optimization of a process of mechanical extraction of the pupal oil to obtain a 
proteic meal to be utilized as food, in addition to oil for cosmetics. 

- A market research to investigate the potential of new ingredients in different sectors. 
- A systematic review of the scientific literature with the objective of describing the main 

microbiological and chemical hazards and the nutritional composition of the pupa. 
The generated report will be useful for the future authorization of the meal as novel food. 

- A study aiming at evaluating the food safety of the pupa and its products. The 
performed analyses investigated the presence of chemical and microbiological 
contaminations and will be useful in the future to define the control criticalities in the 
transformation processes. 

- A study on the application of oil in the cosmetics sector, which permitted the production 
of a cosmetic (experimental) line containing pupal oil and serycine. The obtained 
cosmetics will be possibly produced and marketed in the regional territory, contributing 
to valorisation of small local companies that produce raw material. 

- The preparation of regional renewed recipes and of traditional dishes including pupa 
meal. 
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The results obtained during the project are divided into Work Packages (WP) as following: 

WP1 

The WP1 involved CREA and Cantiere della Provvidenza and made it possible to collect 
and process the cocoons and the pupae useful to the experimental assays. The material 
was selected and treated according to the current standard adopted by the Venetian silk 
chain of the rearers Bachicoltura Setica.  

WP2 

The pupae processing was set up at Cereal Docks, that, after optimizing the process 
parameters, established the mechanical separation of the oil fraction from protein.  

WP3 

Thanks to the collaboration of CREA and Ecomaster, was also possible to design and build 
a prototype of machine to automatically cut cocoons and to subsequently separate the 
pupae from the cocoon shells, therefore making the process automatable. This prototype 
will allow to decrease the time needed for the pupa extraction, therefore making the process 
automatable and reducing the hazards for the technical staff. 

WP4 

WP4 was focused on the valorisation of the obtained products: 

The oil extracted from pupae was used by Agripharma that investigated on the quality, 
regulatory, and technological features needed to employ it in the cosmetics field. 
Furthermore, some tests were carried out to study how and at which level to enclose the oil 
in a series of future cosmetic products. This work achieved the goal of producing an 
experimental cosmetic line containing pupal oil and serycine, both produced from cocoon 
processing. In particular, samples of body cream, face cream, face serum, eye cream, were 
produced. All these products could be marketed by the same companies that produce the 
raw materials – cocoons and pupae – or by companies of the same territory, which want to 
exploit the local  production. 

The protein meal was used by the Cantiere della Provvidenza to rediscover and 
reinterpretate some recipes from the folk tradition. These were tested at its restaurant 
“Cantiere del Gusto” and transcribed into a cookbook.   

Finally, Cereal Docks was responsible of a market research to evaluate possible uses of 
pupal meal and oil in the different application sectors. 

WP5 

CREA together with Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie managed to 
perform an in-depth bibliographic research, or more specifically a systematic review of 
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literature, includig all the scientific papers regarding chemical composition, microbiological 
hazards, presence of chemical contaminants related to silkworm pupae and possible allergic 
reaction linked to their use. 

Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale delle Venezie, in addition, carried out all the 
analyses necessary to record possible chemical or microbiological contaminations, 
confirming the safety of the obtained products. 

The results were obtained through the synergistic collaboration of public institutions and 
private companies, by using the funds of POR FESR 2014-2020 of the Veneto Region. 

 

Project funded by the POR FESR 2014-2020 of the Veneto Region. 
AXIS 1 ”RESEARCH, TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT AND INNOVATION” 

ACTION 1.1.4 “Support to collaborative activities of R&D to develop new sustainable 
technologies, of new products and services” 

 

 


